When we classify pooled microbiome data it is likely that some reads originate from taxa that are absent from our reference database. Filtering these reads improves the accuracy of frequency estimates for the taxa that are present. Karp uses a likelihood based filter that was first published and validated in Kessner et al. (2013).
where I is an indicator function and q j, [i] is the base-quality score at position i on read j. This distribution is independent of h. Assuming that each position along a read is independent we can write:
For each position i the probability of sequencing error is a known function of the base-quality score, (q [i] 
10 . Using (q [i] ) and equation (2) in the main text we can write the conditional expectation as:
Note that this expression does not depend on h [i] or r [i] . By combining equations 1, 2, and 3 we have an expression for E log P (r|q, h) . To calculate V ar log P (r|q, h) we again use the assumption that bases are independent and write:
The likelihood filter is applied after the query reads have been locally aligned to the reference database and the corresponding likelihood values have been determined. Then, a z-score is computed for each query read using its largest likelihood value and the mean and variance of the "null" likelihood distribution (Equations 3 and 4). If this z-score is too low it is evidence that the true reference that the read originated from is absent from the database, and correspondingly the read is removed.
